
Flashtalking Migration Guide
With the loss of the DoubleClick ID, it’s time to migrate to  

an independent ad server who can unify your user-level data. 
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The Removal  
of DoubleClick IDs:
Challenges & Implications for Advertisers

On April 26, 2018, Google surprised the industry by announcing 

that user IDs and partner IDs would be removed from the 

reports and log files of its DoubleClick ad-serving platform, which 

is being rebranded Google Marketing Platform. The change, 

Google announced, would go into effect for EU advertisers on 

May 25 (the same day as the GDPR), giving the industry a mere 

30 days to prepare. The company also announced the same 

changes would be enacted in the U.S. in 2019. 

The implications of Google’s announcement are significant, and 

the pain is already being felt by European advertisers and ad 

tech providers who have relied heavily on the DoubleClick ID for 

data linkage and alignment. The loss of the ID effectively creates 

new obstacles to independent measurement of Google’s data, so 

advertisers are faced with a decision to reduce their reliance on 

the Google ecosystem or to accept the lack of transparency and 

interoperability that comes with the new Google stack.



Why DoubleClick IDs Matter
The DoubleClick user ID (DC ID) is an anonymous 

identifier that is issued to a browser when an ad is 

served or clicked on by a user. Historically, DC IDs have 

been used to link ad activity to external data, website 

analytics, and attribution providers who provide 

independent measurement of audience delivery, reach 

and frequency, engagement, and performance of 

media. Due to the ubiquitous nature of DC IDs (there 

are billions of them), they became the cornerstone 

upon which thousands of commercial and in-house 

measurement and analytics stacks were built. This 

includes data unification, management, and analytics 

stacks developed by brands, agencies, and most of the 

ad-tech supply chain.

Without user IDs, DoubleClick advertisers’ ability to 

use independent third parties for a number of critical 

functions is made significantly more difficult and, 

in some cases, impossible. These include verifying 

delivery, reach, and frequency at the user level; 

analyzing cross- channel engagement; performing 

multitouch attribution outside of Google’s own 

measurement tools; measuring and optimizing ad 

creative (beyond click-through rates or last-touch 

KPIs); or incorporating offline transaction data to 

measure sales attributed to online ads. What’s more, 

DoubleClick advertisers won’t be able to incorporate 

third-party device graphs to analyze the cross-device 

customer journey; use third-party location data to 

measure offline store visits attributed to online ads; 

or analyze user-level data to understand customer 

interests, behavior, and preferences. In this light, it’s 

easy to see why advertisers are up in arms over this 

seemingly innocuous development.

As a replacement for independent analytics, Google 

now offers Ads Data Hub (ADH), an environment for 

doing user-level analysis. While it seems reasonable 

from afar, a closer inspection shows a number of 

deficiencies that advertisers need to be aware of. First, 

ADH does not allow advertisers to employ machine 

learning models; the data can be queried, but one 

cannot perform routine analysis of it. Second, ADH 

does not expose user-level data; queries are limited 

to groups of 50 or more. Third, advertisers can’t 

export data from ADH, which means DCM customers 

seeking multitouch attribution must use Google’s own 

Analytics360 offering — and with that, the acceptance 

of letting Google mark its own homework while having 

a view into all media purchased from other publishers 

and programmatic vendors.



Strategic Choices for Advertisers
When Google’s new policy rolls out in the U.S. later this year, 

DoubleClick advertisers will have some big decisions to make. Media 

buying decisions aside (Google will likely continue to be the biggest 

source of online ad inventory), advertisers will need to assess the 

trade-offs of continuing to use the Google Marketing Platform. While 

Google’s integrated stack offers ease and convenience, it comes at 

the cost of data transparency, objectivity, and independence. Simply 

put, advertisers will have to accept the limitations of the Google stack 

or migrate to an open, independent ad platform.

For advertisers who value control of their own data, or who believe 

in checks and balances and wish to separate media sales from 

delivery and measurement, there are alternatives to the new Google 

Marketing Platform. Leading DMPs, DSPs, and ad-serving platforms 

are more and more interoperable with open, integrated ad stacks 

that minimize friction and eliminate conflicts of interest. By joining 

forces, these service providers enable advertisers to realize the 

promise of data-driven marketing, while maintaining flexibility, 

independence, and ownership of their data. Use cases include:

 • Activating first- and third-party data to target the right  

  audiences at scale — with full transparency and control

 • Using first- and third-party data to personalize each  

  impression for greater relevance and resonance

 • Mapping the customer journey across cookies, devices,  

  and screens for a holistic view of user engagement

 • Connecting online engagement to offline conversions,  

  including sales, store visits, and brand lift

 • Measuring and optimizing media through independent  

  analysis of reach, frequency, and multitouch attribution



Flashtalking Solutions 
for Advertisers
Move to an Open, Integrated Ad Stack

While choosing an ad server may have been a tactical decision 

in the past, the decision has now become a very strategic one. 

As the platform that aggregates and unifies data to connect 

audiences, media, and creative, the ad server has become the 

source of truth in the pursuit of verifying and measuring delivery 

and performance of media and creative. The removal of the DC ID 

illuminates the dilemma that has been looming for years: Should 

ease and convenience outweigh transparency and objectivity in 

this high-stakes game of digital disruption? That is the question 

each advertiser will have to answer — now sooner than later.

For advertisers who value control of their own data and wish 

to separate media sales from delivery and measurement, there 

are alternatives. Flashtalking is leading the charge to offer 

open, integrated ad stacks that minimize friction between ad 

tech ecosystem partners while eliminating conflicts of interest. 

We enable advertisers to realize the promise of data-driven 

messaging, while maintaining flexibility, independence and 

ownership of their data.



Onboarding Overview  
& Support Team

Flashtalking has developed a comprehensive, phased 

transition plan and assembled a team of support 

experts to migrate advertisers to primary ad serving 

on the Flashtalking Ad Management Platform. 

Each advertiser’s customized transition plan 

emphasizes active communication between key 

parties, full transfer and organization of knowledge, 

and a clear, deliberate implementation process.

In addition to a detailed project plan, your transition 

support experts will carefully cross-reference a 

comprehensive checklist covering the following key 

areas of success:

 • Kick-Off & Responsibilities

 • Creative

 • Media

 • Analytics

 • Operations & Ad Serving

Each custom transition plan includes four phases:

1
DISCOVERY
• Team member introductions and kick-off
• Joint development of transition project plan
• Collection of key materials (eg. assets, intellectual capital, etc.)
• Identify campaign KPIs, measurement requirements, etc.

2
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
• Transition team is briefed on current campaigns, customer  
 context, vendor relationships, historical processes, etc.
• Training sessions on Flashtalking Ad Management Platform  
 and consultation on vertical-specific strategies 
• Implementation of tools, processes and contracts

3
IMPLEMENTATION
• Client and client partners shadow Flashtalking team  
 to learn any relevant self-service platform tasks 
• Daily tasks are transferred from the Flashtalking team  
 to client and client partners where appropriate

4
ONGOING SUPPORT
• Flashtalking continues to offer strategic campaign consultation  
 as well as managed-service support when requested



Onboarding Checklist

ACCOUNT KICK-OFF:

Identify key client team members 

Confirm billing details

Identify which campaigns to migrate to Flashtalking

Kick-off Flashtalking Ad Management Platform training

SITE TAGGING:

Provide list of URLs and site segment breakout for 
Flashtalking Spotlights

Generate OneTag / Spotlights

Send OneTag / Spotlights to client’s site tagging team

Confirm if any Extended Data / U-Variables will be passed 
into OneTag / Spotlight parameters

Your Flashtalking transition support team will fully manage the 

onboarding and setup of your site tags, spotlights, feeds, creative, 

and decisioning. The checklist below outlines this process.

FLASHTALKING TASK

CLIENT TASK

SITE TAGGING: (cont.)

Implement OneTag / Spotlights on staging  (if applicable)

QA OneTag / Spotlights setup on staging  (if applicable)

Implement OneTag / Spotlights on production

QA OneTag / Spotlights on production

Create Spotlights from the URLs collected in OneTag

Implement segments within Spotlights

QA Spotlight firing and segment setting on site



FEEDS: (if applicable)

Establish the requirements of the feed / product catalog

Define the feed’s use cases

Establish the maintenance and caching requirements

Implement the feed segments on site for each stage  
of the purchase funnel

QA endpoint data returned after segmentation has  
been established

CREATIVE:

Migrate existing standard HTML creatives

Apply the HTML API and components for tracking

Import creative files into Creative Manager

QA the creative files

Migrate existing dynamic HTML creatives

Convert or rebuild files to Flashtalking dynamic format 

Import creative files into Creative Manager

CREATIVE: (cont.)

QA the creative files

Generate versions for creative testing and targeting

Review and provide feedback or approval

CAMPAIGNS:

Provide media plan(s)

Import media plan(s) into Campaign Manager

Associate Spotlights for attribution

Assign creatives to placements

Assign additional partners’ impression and click trackers  
to creatives / placements



DECISION TREE:

Confirm the campaign targeting strategy

Build decision tree

Send decision tree for approval

QA and approve decision tree

Import creative / placements into decision tree

QA decisioning in Target Practice

ADVANCED ANALYTICS:

Identify the channels to track with MTA

Determine reporting scope and cadences

AD TAGS:

Export ad tags

Make required tag modifications  
(eg. DMP API, publisher pass-back, etc.)

Send to verification partners  (if applicable)

REPORTING

Create logins for standard reporting UI

Log file delivery (if applicable)

TARGET PRACTICE:

Build audience profiles

Import ad tags

Test all user experiences

QA:

Send live test page

Confirm any newly assigned creatives are rendering correctly

Confirm impression pixels are properly firing, collecting all 
necessary data and IDs, and driving to proper landing page

Confirm click pixels are properly firing, collecting all necessary 
data and IDs, and driving to proper landing page

QA reporting for impressions, clicks and spots on Day 1, 3 & 5



Get Started Today
Make the move to an open, integrated ad stack with Flashtalking. 
Contact us today for your custom migration plan!
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